
 
 

 Calculate your Monthly Flycapture returns with ease 

 
 
The Environment Agencies Flycapture system is designed 
to log your collated monthly return totals.  You need your own 
systems (manual and/or computerised) to gather, collate 
your data and calculate accurate and auditable totals… 
FlycaptureIT is that system! 
 
If you don’t produce the final monthly return but  you do 
provide figures used in it you still need systems in place to 
provide an audit trail of that data. 
 
 

 Jump Start your Department 
 Standardize Procedures 
 Reduce Administration Time  

 
 
Each Individual Fly tipping case can have multiple offenders 
each with multiple actions and outcomes.  Actions and 
outcomes are included in the monthly return applicable to that 
action so a single case will have stats added on multiple 
returns…. Each action has an outcome. Some outcomes like 
Prosecutions have multiple outcomes… Fined Amount, Costs 
Awarded and Prosecution costs…  
 
To manually collate this information and maintain an audit 
trail is practically impossible! 

 
It is highly unlikely that any system not specifically designed to 
produce the Environment Agencies Returns will produce all 
data required - they will certainly not do any of it efficiently and 
it is very unlikely they will do it accurately" FlycaptureIT will 
and does! 
 
FlyCaptureIT allows you to visually monitor cases and their 
current stage. All data required from each case is 
added to your return in real-time! Any number of Offenders 
may be logged against each case. Any number of actions may 
be logged against each offender. You can even automatically 
produce/issue a Fixed Penalty Notice if this course of action is 
taken. Special forms allow you to enter any returns produced 
by other departments for collation onto your authorities 
master return. 
 

Why do users choose FlyCaptureIT ? 
 
 Gain the knowledge, experience and methodology of 

leading Local Authorities 

 Give administrators the tools, direction and structure 
required to get the job done! 

 Keep track of all cases and due dates 

 Produce management reports at the touch of a button 

 Incorporate new standard letters at any time 

 Remove the Stress created by Administration Overload  
out of your Work Environment 

 Annual Lease or License at a crazily low price! 
  

Fully networked - no additional cost per user - no third party 
software required to run. 

 

 

 
  

Why are users so impressed with FlyCaptureIT ? 
 
 Modern interface makes using the system a pleasure. 

 No Learning Curve, No Special Training Required. 

 Users up and running quickly and efficiently. 

 Reduces time spent administrating cases. 

 Produces a two way audit trail! 
 

 
 

Free – Download and test drive a Fully Working 30 day  
version from our web site 

 

Try it before you buy it!  
 

 
 

Contact : Darron Pitman – Account Director email : mcs@mcs.org.uk telephone : 01202 890659 
mobile : 07710 482402  web site : http://www.mcs.org.uk 
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